
This That These Those (Demonstrative Pronouns)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

________ is not the place in which to go into the vexed questions
connected with various forms of slavery.
1. This

After some time the messenger rose and left; and ________ who were in
the inn thought they heard a strange noise in the parlour-a bleating like a
calf's.

2. those

Come, ________'s a good one!3. that

So long as the Colonel was alive there was no occasion for such control,
and in ________ respect she did not attempt after his death to fill his place.
4.

this

I know a safe way, ________'s all.5. that

________'s what I shall ask for.6. That

________ who were in the employments of government, or the ins, were
for extending the prerogative of the crown, while the outs were checks to it.
7. Those

Such valuable services merited a more liberal treatment than they received
at the hands of ________ who gratuitously secured them.
8.

those

________ is the first time Lee's army had ever met defeat.9. This

But I am none the less moved to insist on ________ point, and to
strengthen my position with examples.
10. this

We do not know which one has become greater, and in ________ respect
our knowledge of electricity is less complete than of heat.
11. this

It will stay with you in ________ world, and it will be your joy and gladness
in the world to come.
12. this

First he called the names of ________ who were to go in the coupé.13. those

It has no right to its name, for the word Whitechapel arouses grim fears in
the minds of ________ who know it not.
14.

those
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He checked an imminent flow of words, picked up the newspaper slip
again, and ________ time read it.
15.

this

Then narrow every second round on the heel sides of the seam until the
number of stitches are the same as ________ in the instep, or what is
commonly called the fore foot needle.

16.
those

People who had urgent business in Galveston found it hard to get permits
to go there, and ________ who were simply curious could not get there at all.
17.

those

So states Margaret's historian, who would not be likely to exaggerate the
number of ________ who suffered.
18.

those

________'s the way we pull!19. That

It was a house, ________ was all.20. that
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